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Bedworks of maine freeport

Related Products Underbed Dresser (4 Drawer Pedestal) - FOR USE WITH BEDWORKS PLATFORM BEDS ONLY The Maine Wood Collection - The Somerset Collection - Bed Works Trundle Bed - Bed Frame and Mattress Not Included Simplicity in design makes this solid wood bed
frame at home in any décor. Made of North American solid ash, a premium hardwood with a beautiful grain. Sanders, five steps to the end of the process. The wooden bar is tough to support the mattress excellently (we do not use pine because it is too soft). Metal on metal angle connector
frame assembly for added strength and durability. New endings available: Mission Light and Dark Stains and Mariner Blue Paint! Home/ Shop Bedroom Furniture &amp; Furniture Sets / Natural Solid Wood Bedroom Furniture / Wood Beds &amp; Bed Frames / The Bedworks of Maine
Freeport Platform Bed Description Additional information Reviews (0) THIS ITEM IS FOR SAN DIEGO AREA CUSTOMERS ONLY A very well-made solid wood, American-Made platform bed. Made of North American solid ash, a premium hardwood with a beautiful grain. Sanders, five
steps to the end of the process. The wooden bar is tough to support the mattress excellently (we do not use pine because it is too soft). Metal on metal angle connector frame assembly for added strength and durability. × added to your cart! Subtotal: : $0.00 Checkout Cart View Continue
shopping for free delivery to Durham, Raleigh, Chapel Hill, Cary, Carrboro, Hillsborough, Pittsboro, Apex, Fuquay-Varina, Wake Forest, Holly Springs, Roxboro, Oxford, Henderson, Mebane, Elon, Burlington, Garner, Clayton, Knightdale, Wendell, Benson Ignore the contents Of natural
products and furniture for a healthy, beautiful home. This bed can be completed in one of 9 stains, 5 paints, clear jacket only (no stains), or unfinished. These beds are solid wood, however, the ending is not entirely natural. Any smell associated with the bed decreases rapidly (for high
sensitivity), however, if a completely natural bed is needed, please choose unfinished. For a formaldehyde free, low VOC clear finish jacket, a water-based clear jacket can be used for a 10% upcharge (please contact us to order this option). Clear Coat Golden Oak Walnut Cinnamon
Natural Cherry (discontinued) Mission Dark Mission Light Espresso Driftwood Grey White Paint (discontinued) Black Paint Milk White Paint Marine Blue Portland Specs Headboard height is 43.25 inches from the floor. The distance between the bars and the bottom of the headboard is 10
inches. The rail height is 16 inches from the floor. The footboard height is 16 inches from the floor. The bar height is 13 inches from the floor. Under the roof of the clearance bed is 11 inches. Outside twin size: 45 1/2 in x 85 in full: 60 1/2 in x 85 in Queen: 66 1/2 in x 90 in king: 81 1/4 in x 90
in Cal King: 77 1/4 in 94 in About Bedworks of Maine's The Maine BedWorks, in Business 1975, is an environmentally responsible company. The wood used in furniture is ash, a type of hardwood in the eastern country, capable of renewable, sustainable and bio-decomposing. Packaging is
made from recycled materials whenever possible. The glue used is made from milk, and ends up not containing urea formaldehyde and has it all through ASTM testing for lead. Now, a water-based low VOC clear jacket can be used as the final end (please call to order). All beds are of very
nice quality and all are made in the US. Prices for optional bed foundation (no box springs or platforms needed). For mattress spring configurations and boxes, please contact us to place an order. 1,866,663,0859. . Two Anniversary Days: 25 Years Down East &amp; 20 Years Out West Part
1 The Bedworks – 25 Years Made In Maine by Joe Tatulli When Steve Hammann, President and Janet Moran, Country Sales Manager, told me the following I better understand what kind of company The Bedworks is. We don't make big shows, or any show for that matter, says Hammann,
We don't want to sell through our production capacity. The company is celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2000, and what they are most proud of is not their growth, per se (which has been significant), but their passionate desire to try and be the best they can be for their customers.
Customer service is number one, Mr. Moran. I didn't say it then, but I've heard it before. I was soon to find out that Maine's definition of customer service is not a trite reminder of a tired marketing slogan, which is what makes this company a standout. Ll Bean Connection (l to r) Steve
Hammann, Robin Emery (Assistant Sales Manager), and Janet and George Moran of The Bedworks. Beneath a sand worker's hand a solid wood drawer was finished. Hammann and his partner George Moran (Janet's husband) began a partnership as students at the University of Maine,
Orono, in 1975. I met George back then, in fact he picked me up while I was on the ride. That's how we met, Hammann said. Like many other cottage industry entrepreneurs, they began producing and selling products in a small workshop space. We started in the waterbed industry and did
very well, said Hammann. The beds are made in the back room, and there is a small retail gallery at the front. The years passed and the company grew. By 1984, they were operating a manufacturing facility and four futon stores. After that, the company began to move into wholesale
business. We felt at the time that our greatest strength was in our production products, said Janet Moran. We retrenched back to a store and went into wholesale in earnest, Says. In 1990, knowing their style and design proved to be the winner, they focused on wholesale, and good
hardwood furniture production from Maine. We really felt we had something we could sell successfully based on all those years of selling to the public, said Moran. They were clearly right. Today The Bedworks operates on two nearby locations in beautiful Bangor, Maine. The main
production plant is about 25,000 square feet with an additional 15,000-foot plan. The retail store, which has corporate offices, is located throughout the town and offers additional storage space. Being a furniture manufacturer from Maine evokes the impression of down-house crafts.
However, Hammann was quick to point out that The Bedworks is moving forward with new technology. We just put in a new CNC computer outing center this year, he said. In our KD furniture line (RTA), the accuracy and accuracy of this machine is what is necessary to ensure that our
furniture will assemble without any problems. Bedworks recently installed a modern CNC machined system to better equip the future. In 1994, with a growing list of national wholesale accounts, Bedwork's products were chosen by an account that would literally push and drag them to the
next level. They tried, like many, to get their feet in the door at L.L. Bean. L.L. Bean receives multiple calls every day from new supplierss trying to get their products in front of buyers. When we got the call and found out it was Bean, we were obviously very excited, Said Moran. Buyers saw
their adverts for futon furniture in Futon Life magazine and with the additional ingredients of The Bedworks as a Maine Bean company decided to take a look. Like anyone will The Bedworks see the L.A. Bean connection as a very important segment of their business. But many other positive
things happen when you deal with a company like the well-known freeport, Maine retail giant Futon. Dealing with a billion dollar company like L.L. Bean has brought our level of professionalism and attention to detail to new levels. It has also taught us a lot of things about how to better serve
all our accounts, says Hammann. What's good for them (L.A. Bean) is good for all our customers, he said. Twenty-five Years Made In Maine It's a Group Effort All The Way All This Grasps to a Simple Fact. Bedworks, with experience as a supplier to L.A. Bean, can provide high quality
furniture with proven value. We have carefully managed our growth, unwanted development for the sake of growth alone, Hammann said. We want to be known as a company that listens carefully to all our customers. Futon Furniture Includes Casegoods Futon is different in six different
finishes, all in solid ash, says Moran. The company also offers a number of styles of regular tables and casegoods to match the futon frame. By listening Our customers, plus Hammann, we tried to keep our line simple enough to fit many different decors. This has allowed us to put a
significant amount of effort and quality into the important things. Things like how drawers slide, and dovetail drawers. Gut drawers are tough wood too, and they are finished with a coat of sealer and lacquer, all without making them so expensive that we're out of the ballpark. One of my
favorite quotes about our casegoods is when a client says they are 'an antique of the future,' added Moran. Everything is designed with the goal of keeping it problem free. Any mistake made is always complicated when it's out in the field. We deal with a lot of smaller companies that simply
can't afford to send out a driver to deliver something we forgot to put in the box. Our emphasis is to make sure it goes together the way the guidelines say it should. It's simple; we try to do what we say. We're not trying to be the biggest person, we're trying to be the best for our customers,
Hammann said. Customer Service is King With twenty-five years of futon retail experience The Bedworks team are amply prepared to deal with the problems their agents contend with every day. If you ask any one of our futon dealers, they will tell you that we are more responsive, says
Moran. Once again the Bedworks Retail Experience gives them an advantage. We understand from having retail stores in all these years that you have to be able to deal with customer product issues on the spot, she said. Bedworks also works to bring this on one of the consumer
exposures to their design and production teams. Our wholesale forces still work retail floors too, Hammann added. Another new aspect of this company is the desire to bring products to market that not only mimic the style that everyone else has. We want our furniture to be special enough
to stand out from the crowd of imported futon frames on the market, but are priced and designed to meet the needs of customers, Hammann said. We want to be a trailblazer by offering our customers what they want, not by just doing what everyone else is selling, adds Moran. Distribution
management is also a major focus of the company. We don't want to saturate any individual market, says Moran, It just causes price wars and nobody wins. Hammann added. Long-term growth measurement, product diversification by design, in addition to unsymmed customer service and
a real feeling that this company is in it for long haul leaves feel pretty good about the future of Bedwork. We appreciate all our customers because we recognize that our success depends on them, says Hammann. FL FL FL
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